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Abstract

This paper develops an algorithm to accurately charac-
terize the number of cache misses for a class of compute-
intensive calculations encountered in accurate quantum
chemistry models of electronic structure. The proposed
approach can handle imperfectly nested loop structures,
symbolic loop bounds, and non-constant dependences for
a constrained class of array references. It is proposed in
the context of tensor contraction computations, and extends
previous work on “stack distances” by Almasi et. al. [3]
and Cascaval et. al. [6]. We illustrate the application of the
approach for determination of effective tile sizes and paral-
lelization on shared-memory parallel systems.

1 Introduction

The increasing gap between processor and memory per-
formance makes data locality optimization crucially impor-
tant for high-performance computing. Although consider-
able work has been performed on modeling cache behavior
[7, 12, 13, 21] and on frameworks for loop transformations
[4, 2, 14, 20], the use of accurate cache models that can be
effectively used by compilers in performing loop transfor-
mations remains a difficult problem.

In this paper, we develop an approach to estimate the
cache miss cost for a program with imperfectly-nested loops
and non-constant dependences, based on the concept of
stack distances. The iteration space is partitioned into sets�
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such that all the reference instances of a particular array in
each set have the same incoming dependences. The total
cache miss cost is then computed based on the knowledge
of the partitioning, the stack distance for each partition and
the cache size. Our work is an extension of the previous
work on stack distances by Almasi et. al. [3] and Cascaval
et. al. [6]. Although their approach can handle affine ar-
ray references, it is restricted to perfectly nested loops and
constant dependences.

We illustrate the application of our approach to solv-
ing two important practical problems. First, we develop
an effective search algorithm for determination of optimal
tile sizes for imperfectly-nested loop code representative
of a computational domain of particular interest to us -
electronic structure models from quantum chemistry. The
cache miss cost for the tiled program is modeled using our
method. The property of the cache miss costs resulting from
the computation is used to devise a search strategy that ef-
fectively prunes the search space to consider only the most
promising tile sizes. Secondly, that code is parallelized to
run on an SMP machine.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the context of this work, the Tensor Contraction Engine
(TCE). The prevalent models for estimating cache behavior
are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the stack dis-
tance approach for cache miss estimation. Section 5 gives
details of our algorithm. In Section 6, we describe an al-
gorithm for tile size determination using our approach to
stack distance characterization. Section 7 describes how our
approach can be used for optimizing parallel performance
on shared-memory multiprocessors. Finally, Section 8 con-
cludes the paper.



double T(V,N)

T(*,*) = 0
B(*,*) = 0
for i = 1, N

for n = 1, V
for j = 1, N

T(n,i) += C2(n,j) * A(i,j)
end for j,n,i

for i = 1, N
for n = 1, V

for m = 1, V
B(m,n) += C1(m,i) * T(n,i)

end for m,n,i

(a) Unfused code

double T(V,N)

T(*,*) = 0
B(*,*) = 0
for i, n, j

T(n,i) += C2(n,j) * A(i,j)
end for j,n,i

for i, n, m
B(m,n) += C1(m,i) * T(n,i)

end for m,n,i

(b) Compact notation

double T

B(*,*) = 0
for i, n

T = 0
for j

T += C2(n,j) * A(i,j)
end for j

for m
B(m,n) += C1(m,i) * T

end for m
end for n,i

(c) Fused code

Figure 1. Example of the use of loop fusion to
reduce memory requirements. Loops � and �
are fused to reduce � to a scalar.

2 The Computational Context

The optimization presented in this paper has been de-
veloped in the context of the Tensor Contraction Engine
(TCE) [5, 10], a domain-specific compiler for ab initio
quantum chemistry calculations. The TCE takes as input
a high-level specification of a computation expressed as a
set of tensor contraction expressions and transforms it into
efficient parallel code. Several compile-time optimizations
are incorporated into the TCE: algebraic transformations to
minimize operation counts [18, 19], loop fusion to reduce
memory requirements [15, 17, 16], space-time trade-off op-
timization [8], communication minimization [9], and data
locality optimization [10, 11] of memory-to-cache traffic.

A tensor contraction expression is comprised of a col-
lection of multi-dimensional summations of the product of
several input arrays. As an example, consider the follow-
ing contraction, used in quantum chemistry calculations to
transform a set of two-electron integrals from an atomic or-
bital (AO) basis to a molecular orbital (MO) basis:�	��
�������������������� ��� ���  "!$# �&%'�����)( !+* ��,����-�)( !/. ��0)�1�-�2( !43 �657��
8�)(:9;�65"��0)��,��<%=�

This contraction is referred to as a four-index transform.
Here, >	?A@�BDCEB<F2BDGIH is a four-dimensional input array and

J ?LK7B�MIBON)BOPEH is the transformed output array. The arrays QSR
through QUT are called transformation matrices. In practice,
these four arrays are identical; we identify them by different
names in order to be able to distinguish them in the text.

The indices @ , C , F , and G have the same range V , denot-
ing the total number of orbitals, which is equal to WYX[Z .W denotes the number of occupied orbitals and Z denotes
the number of unoccupied (virtual) orbitals. Likewise, the
index ranges for K , M , N , and P are the same, and equal to Z .
Typical values for W range from 10 to 300; the number of
virtual orbitals Z is usually between 50 and 1000.

The calculation of
J

is done through the following four
steps to reduce the number of floating point operations fromW\?LZ	]�V^]IH in the initial formula (8 nested loops, for @ , C , F ,G , K , M , N , and P ) to W\?LZ_V ] H :�`��
���������1���a��  !$# �&%'�����:(cb � � !+* ��,������:(db � � !/. ��0)�1�-�

(eb � � !43 �65"�1
8�f(\9;�65"��0)��,��<%=��ghgig
This operation-minimization transformation results in

the creation of three intermediate arrays:

�`R8?LK"BOCEB<F2B�GIHkj l'meQUT7?n@oBOKH4pq>	?n@oBOCEBOF2BDGIH
�$rs?LK7B�MIB<F2B�GIHkj lutvQxwy?&CEB�M=H4pz�`R8?LK7BDCEB<F2B�G'H
�$wy?&K"B�MIBON2B�GIHkj l8{ Q|rs?}F2BDN�H4pq�$rs?LK"BDMIBOF2BDGIH

For illustration purposes, we focus on the following con-
traction (a two-index transform):J ?&~�BO��H�jYlA�&� ��QSRu?}~�B<�1H4pqQ|ry?}�:B��uH4pq>	?&��B��EH
The operation minimal form of the two-index transform and
the corresponding intermediate array are as follows:J ?}~�B<��H�j ls��QSRu?}~�B<�1H/pc?�l2��Q|rs?&�:B��EH4pz>_?}��B��EHOH
�_?}�:B<�1H�j l ��Q|ry?}�:B��EH/pq>	?&��B��EH

In general, the intermediate arrays can be too large to fit into
main memory. Fig. 1 shows the computation of array

J
and

illustrates how memory requirements for the computation ofJ
may be reduced using loop fusion. In Fig. 1(b), each loop

nest is abbreviated as a single “For” loop with a sequence of
indices. Fig. 1(c) illustrates the result of loop fusion. Note
that all loops in each of the two loop nests in Fig. 1(a) are
fully permutable and there are no fusion-preventing depen-
dences between the loops. Hence, the common loops � and



� , shown underlined, can be fused. After loop fusion, the
storage requirements for � can be reduced, because there is
no longer a need for an explicit dimension of � correspond-
ing to any loop indices that are fused between the producer
of � and the consumer of � — storage elements can be
reused over sequential iterations of fused loops. In this ex-
ample, � can be contracted to a scalar as shown in Fig. 1(c).

The output of the fusion step in the TCE synthesis pro-
cess is thus a sequence of imperfectly nested loops with po-
tentially symbolic loop bounds. Note that the array refer-
ence expressions are individual loop indices. Non-constant
dependences result from the absence of a loop index in a ar-
ray reference. In this paper, we evaluate the cache miss cost
for this class of computations. The application of our model
to tiling and parallelization are also done in this context.

3 Models of Cache Behavior

In this section, we discuss some of the prevalent cache
behavior models and compare their characteristics.

One of the most common models of cache behavior is
reuse distance. Reuse distance refers to the number of it-
erations between two successive references to the same el-
ement of an array. If the number of intervening iterations
is small, there is a high likelihood that the element will be
retained in cache between the references, i.e. the reuse in
the program translates into locality of reference. Thus, the
smaller the reuse distance, the greater the expected cache lo-
cality, and the lower the cache miss cost. Computing reuse
distances and guiding loop transformations based on it has
been addressed [1]. But improvements in reuse distance
may not necessarily translate to improvements in cache miss
cost.

Capacity misses have been used as a measure for model-
ing cache behavior in the context of a domain-specific com-
piler for determining optimal tile sizes [10]. This is done by
determining the total number of distinct memory accesses
within a set of loop iterations. The total capacity miss cost is
evaluated by determining the number of iterations of a loop
nest within which the number of distinct memory locations
accessed exceeds the cache size. The imperfectly nested
loop case is handled similarly. The program is transformed
such that the program reuse is moved within the innermost
loops, thus reducing the number of capacity misses. This
metric does not consider interferences between array refer-
ences. Also, although the total number of memory locations
accessed may exceed the cache size, some of the array ref-
erences might still exhibit reuse.

One of the more accurate methods for analyzing cache
behavior is based on the concept of stack distances [6].
Stack distance refers to the number of distinct memory ac-
cesses between two consecutive references to the same loca-
tion. It captures the memory access pattern of a program, in-

cluding interference between array references, from a mem-
ory trace. A compile-time characterization of the stack dis-
tances in a program can directly be used to determine the
number of cache misses, assuming a fully associative cache
with LRU replacement policy.

Determining the stack distances for an arbitrary program
is extremely difficult. In general, the program might have
to be executed to obtain the memory trace. But, for pro-
grams that have regular access patterns, the stack distances
can potentially be estimated at compile-time, providing an
accurate measure of the cache miss cost. We base our model
on the stack distances approach.

Although there has been work on more accurate analy-
sis of cache miss cost, taking into account associativity and
the resulting conflict misses [7, 12, 13], to the best of our
knowledge, they have not been amenable to use in a model-
driven optimizing compiler.

4 Illustration of Cache Miss Prediction using
Stack Distance Computation

We use a stack distance based approach for cache miss
prediction. To predict cache misses at compile time, we
need to compute the stack distances for each of the refer-
ences. We split the iteration space of each reference into
several components to effectively compute the stack dis-
tances. In each of the these components, all reference in-
stances of a particular array will have same incoming de-
pendences and hence will have the same stack distance.
However, in some of the cases where reuse is between two
different statements, the stack distance may not be constant
for all the references and this case will be discussed in Sec-
tion 5. We compute the stack distance for each of the com-
ponents of each reference separately. The number of dis-
tinct memory locations accessed between the source and
target of a reuse gives the stack distance of each component.
After we determine the stack distances, it is straightforward
to calculate the number of cache misses. All the references
for which the stack distance is greater than cache size are
cache misses and all other references are cache hits. These
stack distance expressions can also be used to predict good
tile sizes.

Our algorithm can handle symbolic loop bounds and im-
perfectly nested loops where array index expressions are
loop indices. We first describe our overall algorithm using
the matrix multiplication code fragment in the next subsec-
tion.

4.1 Matrix Multiplication Example

We use the example of matrix multiplication to illustrate
our approach: Consider the tiled matrix multiplication code



for � � #��k��=� , � � #�����-� , � � #������� ,� � � #����y�
, � � � #��e�8�
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Figure 2. Matrix Multiplication Code

shown in Figure 2. First we identify all the reuses and par-
tition the iteration space into components such that all in-
stances of a particular reference in it have the same incom-
ing dependences. We then compute stack distance, i.e. the
number of distinct array references between the source and
the target for each reuse. Once all the reuses are identified,
the algorithm proceeds as follows:

Step 1: Partitioning the iteration space: In this case,
the iteration space can be partitioned into nine elementary
partitions. The source and the target iteration vectors for
these partitions are shown in Table 1.

Step 2: Compute the Stack Distance for each component
of each reference: We determine the dependence span (the
iterations from the source to target of the reuse) for each
of these reuses and identify the array elements accessed in
those iterations. Let the cost of an array with respect to a
reuse be the number of distinct memory locations of that
array accessed from the source iteration vector to the target
iteration vector of the reuse. The algorithm computes the
cost for each array and computes the sum of costs for all ar-
rays accessed by the iterations within the dependence span
of the reuse.

The number of array elements accessed is a function of
the source and target iteration of the reuse. Note that in
Table 1 this is computed symbolically and represents all in-
stances of the array reference targeted by the dependence.
The instances corresponding to £¤ = (a,b,1,c,d,1) of A, £¤ =
(a,1,b,c,1,d) of B and £¤ = (1,a,b,1,c,d) of C, where a,b,c,d
are any indices within the limits of the corresponding loop
bounds, have no incoming dependences. Hence the stack
distance for these instances is ¥ . For all the other reuses,
we calculate the cost for each array in the dependence span
and then sum these costs for all arrays that are accessed
between the reuse. The stack distances computed for this
example are shown in Table 1. Using the stack distance ex-
pressions, we determine the optimal tile sizes as described
in the Section 6.

5 Algorithm Description

In this section, we formally describe our approach to par-
titioning the iteration space and estimating the number of
cache misses using the stack distance approach.

5.1 Partitioning the Iteration Space

Function Partition(node, ref, index, current child no) ¦
if ( node has a left sibling )

let n be the immediate left sibling of the current node.
m = rightmost leaf node of the subtree rooted at n.
source = m.Ref
target = ref
ComputeIterations(source,target,index,left)
output((source.StmtNo,source.Iters)

�
(target.StmtNo, target.Iters)

Partition(m, m.Ref, m.Ref.LoopDepth, 0)
return

else
if (ref.Appears[index] = false)

let m = rightmost leaf node of the subtree rooted at node.
source = m.Ref
target = ref
ComputeIterations(source,target,index,right)
output((source.StmtNo,source.Iters)

�
(target.StmtNo,target.Iters)

if (n != ”Root” ) Partition(node.Parent, ref, index-1,node.SeqNo)
else

output( All iteration instances of ref with non-appearing indices as 1)
// Note these instances will have no reuse.
//Stack distances corresponding to these iteration instances will be §¨

Function ComputeIterations(ref1, ref2, index, dir) ¦
ref1.Iters[index] = ”x”
if (dir = left) ref2.Iters[index] = ”x”
else ref2.Iters[index] = ”x+1”

for i = 1
�

index-1
ref1.Iters[i] = ref2.Iters[i] = ”


 �
”

end

for i = index+1
�

ref1.LoopDepth
if (Appears[i]) ref1.Iters[i] = ”


 �
”

else ref1.Iters[i] = ” © � ”
end

for i = index+1
�

ref2.LoopDepth
if (Appears[i]) ref2.Iters[i] = ”


 �
”

else ref2.Iters[i] = ”1”
end¨
Figure 3. Algorithm for partitioning the itera-
tion space

We first partition the iteration space into elementary
components such that all reference instances in a compo-
nent have the same incoming dependences. To compute
all the partitions, first we create a tree representing the
complete loop structure, where each node is a tuple as
described below.



ª
Source « Target ¬ #references Stack Distanceª

((a,b,1,d,e,1) ¬ V® ¥ª
(a,b,c,d,e,x) « (a,b,c,d,e,x+1) ¬ V�¯/°²±/³± � 3ª
(a,b,x,d,e,N) « (a,b,x+1,d,e,1) ¬ V� � ?�±± � °´R'H A: V � * V � ,B: VSµ + V � * VSµª

(a,1,b,c,1,d) ¬ V® ¥ª
(a,b,c,d,x,e) « (a,b,c,d,x+1,e) ¬ V�¯/° ±/³± � A:2, B: V µ , C: V µª
(a,x,c,d,N,e) « (a,x+1,c,d,1,e) ¬ V� � ? ±± � °´R'H A:2* V � * V � , B:N* V � , C: V � * VSµ +N* V �ª

(1,a,b,1,c,d) ¬ V® ¥ª
(a,b,c,x,d,e) « (a,b,c,x+1,d,e) ¬ V�¯/° ±/³± � A: V � +2,B:2* VSµ ,C: V � * V_µª
(x,b,c,N,d,e) « (x+1,b,c,1,d,e) ¬ V� � ? ±± � °´R'H A:N* V � , B: V � * V � ,C:N*N

Table 1. Stack Distance Computation for Matrix Multiplication

A node of a tree is a tuple of five elements:
node ¶ (NoChild, Children[size],Parent,SeqNo,Ref) · ,
where NoChild represents the number of children of the
current node,Children is an array of pointers to the children
nodes, Parent is a pointer to the parent node, SeqNo is the
index of the current node among the siblings, and Ref is
an array of the reference tuples, each consisting of four
elements described below. This element of the tuple is
defined only for the leaf nodes. The tuple reference consists
of four elements:
Reference ¶ (StmtNo,ArrName,Iters[n],Appears[n],LoopDepth) · ,
where StmtNo is the sequence number of the statement
containing the reference, ArrName is the name of the array
being referenced, Iters is an array of the indices of all the
enclosing loops, Appears is a boolean array indicating if
the particular index appears in the array reference, and
LoopDepth is the number of enclosing loops.

We then create a tree representing the loop structure for
each array by deleting all the loop nests which do not con-
tain any reference to that array. The StmtNo will however
be the same as that of the original loop for identification.
We formulate an algorithm to partition the iteration space
such that all reference instances of an array in a partition
have same incoming dependences. The function outputs the
source and target statement numbers and their iteration in-
stances corresponding to each partition. The partitioning
algorithm works as follows. First we begin with the last
reference in the loop nest. We then traverse the tree up-
ward, level by level. At each level, if the reuse is from the
same reference, then the algorithm outputs the required iter-
ation instances. Otherwise, if the reuse is from a reference
in some other statement, it computes the corresponding it-
eration instances. This is done for all the references in the
imperfectly nested loop nest, in a recursive fashion. The de-
tails are provided in the algorithm shown in Figure 3. The
algorithm invokes Partition(n, n.Ref, n.Ref.LoopDepth, 0)
to output the partitions, where n is the rightmost leaf node.

5.2 Cache Miss Estimation Using Stack Distances

Once the iteration space is partitioned into components,
we compute the stack distances for each of the components
separately. Let the N=¸)G�¹ of one iteration of a loop be defined
as the total number of distinct memory locations accessed
in one complete iteration of that loop. Let us first describe
the algorithm to compute the cost of each array with respect
to a reuse (i.e. the number of distinct memory locations of
that array accessed from source iteration vector to the target
iteration vector of the reuse) in case of a perfectly nested
loop nest. The stack distance of a reuse is the sum of the
costs corresponding to all the arrays accessed between the
source iteration vector and target iteration vector. If all the
loop indices in the source and target iteration vector appear
in the reference to the array, then cost of the array is the
number of iteration points between the source and the tar-
get. However, if some of the loop indices in the iteration
vector do not appear in the array reference, we determine
the first non-appearing loop index. We then consider two
cases depending on whether or not the loop indices before
this non-appearing loop index are the same. Note that if
a loop index does not appear in the array access function,
then all iterations of this loop will access the same elements
of the array. The details of the algorithm are presented in
Figure 4.

Now let us consider the case of reuse within an imper-
fectly nested loop structure between two statements, º�» andº:¼ , as shown in Figure 6. The cost in this case is calculated
using the algorithm as shown in Figure 5.

The algorithm shown in Figure 5 needs modification to
handle the cases where we have auxiliary branches in the
tree, in addition to the source and target branch as shown in
the parse tree of Figure 7 for the reuse of array T between
statements º�» and º:¼ . Let us compute the stack distance
corresponding to the reuse for the statement S from iteration£ � to £� as shown. Let £� m {D½1¾ �À¿ be the set of common indices
with the auxiliary branch. If ( £� m {�½1¾ �À¿cÁ £� m {D½1¾ �À¿ H , then the
auxiliary branch is traversed completely. Hence, we set all



Function StackDist( Array A, ¶�Â ��Ã��· � ¶cÂ ��Ã�x· ) ¦
if (All loop indices appear in the reference to array A)

Cost =
� ��Ä��ÅhÆ � � �4Ç � � � � �LÈ �=É"ÆÊ ÅhÆ © Ê ���

return

let m be the first non-appearing loop index in reference to array A,
let the iteration vector,

Ã � , be represented as (
Ã� �-�1Ë�Ì �AÍ � �&Î � Ã� �DÏO �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ )

if (
Ã� ���1Ë�Ì �ÑÍ ¶ Ã� �-�1Ë�Ì �AÍ )

Cost = StackDist(A, ¶dÂ �-� �&Î � Ã� �DÏO �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ � · � ¶�Â � Ã©Ò· )
+ StackDist(A, ¶�Â ��� Ã� ���<Ë�Ì �AÍ�  # � # �-ÓnÓnÓ # � · � ¶�Â ��� Ã� ���1Ë�Ì �ÑÍ Ç®# � © �-ÓnÓnÓn� © � · )
+ StackDist(A, ¶�Â � Ã# · � ¶�Â �-� �-Î � Ã� �DÏO �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ � · )

¨
if (

Ã� �-�1Ë�Ì �AÍ � Ã� ���1Ë�Ì �ÑÍ ) ¦
if ( �LÎ´¶z�-Î Ç�# ) then Cost = cost of 1 complete iteration of the m loop
else if ( � Î � � Î ) then StackDist(A, ¶�Â �-� Ã� �DÏO �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ � · � ¶ 9Ô�-� Ã� ��Ï< �ÐÕÌ �AÍ � · )
else

if ( �LÎ � �-Î Ç�# )
let k be the second non-appearing loop index
// Note that if no such k exists, then

Ã�&Ö���1Ë�Ì �ÑÍ � Ã� ��Ï< �ÐÕÌ �AÍ and
� � � � Ã�&Ö�DÏ< �Ð�Ì �AÍ � = NIL

let
Ã� �DÏ< �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ be represented as (

Ã�&Ö���1Ë�Ì �ÑÍ � � � � Ã�}Ö�DÏO �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ )
and let the

Ã� Ö�DÏO �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ be represented as (
Ã� Ö�-�1Ë�Ì �AÍ � � Î � Ã� Ö�DÏ< �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ )

if (
Ã� Ö���<Ë�Ì �AÍ · Ã� Ö�-�1Ë�Ì �AÍ ) then

Cost = StackDist( A, ¶�Â � Ã� ��Ï< �ÐÕÌ �AÍ · � ¶�Â � Ã©Ò· )
+ StackDist(A, ¶�Â � Ã� �DÏ< �Ð�Ì �ÑÍ · � ¶cÂ � Ã©Ò· )

else
if ( � � � © and � � � # ) then

Cost = StackDist(
9Ô� ¶�Â ��� �LÎ � Ã�}Ö���1Ë�Ì �ÑÍ � Ã�&Ö�DÏ< �Ð�Ì �AÍ � · �-� ¶z�=Î � Ã�'Ö�-�1Ë�Ì �AÍ � Ã�'Ö��Ï< �ÐÕÌ �AÍ � · )

else Cost = cost of 1 complete iteration of m
else Cost = 0¨

Figure 4. Algorithm for computing stack distance for the perfectly nested case

the lower limits of the non-appearing uncommon indices to
1 if the branch appears after the current branch and set all
the upper limits of the non-appearing uncommon indices to
N if the auxiliary branch appears before the current branch.
We then apply the above described algorithm to compute
the stack distance.

The above algorithm computes the cost for the arrays
which appear in the statements ºo× and º  . But consider an
array reference that does not appear in the statements ºØ× orº  when considering the reuse between the iteration £� ofº�× and iteration £� of º  . The array, however, is referenced
by statements in the auxiliary branches. We would like
to compute the number of distinct references made to this
array as it is included in the expression for stack distance
computation. There are three ways in which the statements
referencing this particular array appears with respect to the
statement S, (the statement which is the target of the reuse).
a) The statement referencing the array appears before the

statement S, b) The statement referencing the array appears
after the statement S, and c) The statement referencing the
array appears both before and after the statement S. We
handle these three cases as follows.

Case a) Let £� m {�½1¾ �À¿ be the set of common indices between
the branch containing the current statement and the auxil-
iary branch corresponding to the first statement referencing
the array. In this case, the source is set to ( � m {�½1¾ �Ñ¿ +1,1,....,1)
and the target is set to (� m {�½1¾ �Ñ¿ ,N,...,N).
Case b) Let £� m {�½1¾ �À¿ be the set of common indices between
the branch containing the current statement and the auxil-
iary branch corresponding to the last statement referencing
the array. In this case, the source is set to ( � m {D½<¾ �À¿ ,1,....,1)
and the target is set to (� m {�½1¾ �Ñ¿ -1,N,...,N).
Case c) In this case, we set the source to ( � m {D½1¾ �À¿ ,1,....,1) and
(� m {�½1¾ �Ñ¿ ,N,...,N), where � m {�½1¾ �À¿ and � m {D½1¾ �À¿ are defined in
the case a) and b) respectively. Note that the dimensionality



Function StackDistImperfect( A, ¶�Â Æ ��Ã �a· � ¶�Â7Ù ��Ã�x· ) ¦
let

Ã�}Ú Ï Î � Ã��Ú Ï Î represent the set of indices common to
Ã� and

Ã�
let
Ã� Ú and

Ã� Ú represent the last index in the common indices set.
let
Ã� be represented as (

Ã�}Ú Ï Î ,
Ã�LÛ Ä Ú Ï Î ).

if (
Ã� Ú Ï Î !=

Ã� Ú Ï Î )
Cost =

� � Ú ��ÅhÆ � � ��Ç � � �D�LÈ ��É"ÆÊ ÅiÆ © Ê ��� * cost of 1 iteration of c
else

if ( Appear(
Ã�&Û Ä Ú Ï Î ) ¶ Appear(

Ã�-Û Ä Ú Ï Î ) )
Cost = cost of 1 iteration of c loop

else
Cost = StackDist(A, ¶cÂ Æ ,Appear(

Ã� Ú Ï Î � · � ¶�ÂyÙ � Ã©�· )
+ StackDist(A, ¶cÂ Æ � Ã# · , ¶�Â Ù , Appear(

Ã�=Û Ä Ú Ï Î ))¨
Function Appear(

Ã� ) ¦
/* This function sets(or removes) the indices to appropriate values
depending on the dependence and whether it is a source or a
target iteration vector */

foreach index j in
Ã� ,

if (j is an appearing index ) retain j
else /* j is non-appearing index */

if (j = 1 or j = N) remove the index from
Ã�

else
if (
Ã� corresponds to the source)
set the remaining appearing indices to N and
remove all the non-appearing indices and return

else
set the remaining appearing indices to 1 and
remove all the non-appearing indices and return

end foreach¨
Figure 5. Algorithm for computing stack dis-
tance for the imperfectly nested case

of the vector £� m {D½<¾ �À¿ and the vector £� m {�½1¾ �Ñ¿ may be different.

We compute the cost corresponding to these arrays using
the algorithm described in Figure 5 with the modified source
and target.

If the reuse is between two different statements, then in
some of these cases the stack distance may not be constant
for all the references. One way to deal with these cases
is to use the average of the maximum and minimum value
as the stack distance. Another way to deal with these cases
will be described below with a specific example and general
cases can be handled similarly. Consider the reuse of T(a,b)
between statements S5 and S7 in Figure 6. Here � � , � � ,�hÜ are the tile sizes, V � , V_Ü are the loop bounds and CS
is the cache size. The stack distance expression (SD) for

S1. FOR mT, nT, mI, nI
S2. B[mT+mI,nT+nI] = 0
S3. FOR iT, nT
S4. FOR iI, nI
S5. T[iI,nI] = 0
S6. FOR jT, iI, nI, jI
S7. T[iI,nI] += A[iT+iI,jT+jI]

* C2[nT+nI,jT+jI]
S8. FOR mT, iI, nI, mI
S9. B[mT+mI,nT+nI] += T[iI,nI]

* C1[mT+mI,iT+iI]

Figure 6. Abstract code for tiled 2-index trans-
form

this reuse is � � � �hÜÝX[� � � �iÜ�X²K � � � and it will vary
depending on the references of the reuse. If the maximum
stack distance, � � � �iÜ_X�� � � �iÜ	X´� � � � � is less than or
equal to cache size, then all references will be hits. If the
minimum SD, � � � �iÜ`Xd� � � �iÜ is greater than or equal to
CS then all references will be misses. If neither of the above
two cases is true, then the number of values of a for which
SD exceeds CS will be � � °®?O?LQ|º\°Ý� � � � Ü °�� � � � Ü HDÞI� � ).
Hence, the total number of caches misses in this case will
be?}� � °ß?<?�Q|º�°�� � � � Ü °c� � � � Ü HDÞI� � H<H � ?LV � ÞI� � H � V Ü .

We used our algorithms to compute the stack distance
expressions for tiled matrix multiplication and the two in-
dex transform at compile time. These expressions were
then used to predict the number of cache misses. These
results were compared against the the results obtained from
the SimpleScalar Tool Set. We used fully associative caches
for doing the simulations using the sim-cache cache simu-
lator of the SimpleScalar Tool Set. The results of the cache
miss prediction and simulation from sim-cache are shown
in Table 2 and Table 3 and show that the model is very ac-
curate.

6 Tile Size Search Algorithm

We use an intelligent search strategy to find the best tile
size without searching all the tile sizes exhaustively. Several
properties of the stack distances are used to prune the tile
size search space.

There are two types of reuse: inter-tile reuse, where
reuse occurs between iterations in two different tiles, and
intra-tile reuse, where reuse occurs between iterations
within a tile. The following two facts are used in pruning
the search space:
1. The stack distances for inter-tile reuses are greater than
stack distances for intra-tile reuse. Some of the inter-tile



Loop Bounds (I,J,M,N) Tile Sizes( � � , � � , �ià , �iÜ ) Cache Size #Predicted misses #Actual misses
(256,256,256,256) (128,64,64,128) 256KB 1048576 1066774
(256,256,256,256) (64,128,128,64) 256KB 1114112 1119659
(512,512,512,512) (128,128,128,128) 256KB 6815744 6822800
(256,256,256,256) (64,64,64,128) 64KB 34471936 34472689
(256,256,256,256) (128,64,64,128) 64KB 34471936 34472209
(512,256,256,512) (128,64,64,128) 64KB 137232384 137761584

Table 2. Cache miss prediction results for the two-index transform

Loop Bounds (N) Tile Sizes( � � , � � , �aµ ) Cache Size #Predicted misses #Actual misses
(512) (32 32 32) 64KB 8650752 8655485
(512) (64 64 64) 64KB 6291456 6238845
(512) (128,128,128) 64KB 136314880 136319615
(256) (32 64 32) 16KB 1310720 1312382
(256) (64,64,64) 16KB 17301504 17303166
(256) (32 64 128) 16KB 17170432 17172096

Table 3. Cache miss prediction results for matrix multiplication

iT,nT

jT mT

iI,nI,mIiI,nI,jI

T[iI,nI +=

 A[iT=iI,jT+jI]
*C2[nT=nI,jT+jI]

  T[iI,nI]
 *C1[mT+mI,iT+iI]

B[mT+mI,nT+nI] +=

iI,nI

T[iI,nI]=0

mT,nT

mI,nI

  nT+nI]= 0
B[mT+mI,

Figure 7. Parse Tree for the tiled 2-index trans-
form.

reuses between consecutive tiles may have lesser stack dis-
tance. But for simplifying the discussion we do not consider
them. Actually they are used in the algorithm for good tile
size generation.
2. As the tile size is increased, the number of intra-tile
reuses corresponding to interior points of the tile monoton-
ically increases and the number of inter-tile reuses corre-
sponding to boundary points monotonically decreases. This
means some of the inter-tile reuses becomes intra-tile reuses
with increase in tile sizes.

Due to these two properties, the number of cache misses
follows a specific pattern as the tile size is increased. The
transitions of the number of cache misses can be divided
into four phases.

Phase 1: There will be a few compulsory cache misses

corresponding to some inter-tile stack distances which are
more than the cache size for any tile size. Even if the tile
sizes are very small, these misses will occur. This phase cor-
responds to the tile sizes from minimum values to the sizes
where some additional inter-tile stack distances exceed the
cache size. As the number of inter-tile reuses decreases
with increase in tile size in this phase, some of the cache
misses now becomes hits. Hence, In this phase, the number
of misses will gradually decrease.

Phase 2: In this phase, tile sizes span from the maximum
tile sizes of Phase 1 up to tile sizes where all the inter-tile
stack distances exceeds cache size. As tile size increases in
this phase, at one point some inter-tile stack distance will
exceed cache size. At this tile size, the number of cache
misses will abruptly increase. Beyond this, the number of
misses will continue to decrease till some other stack dis-
tance exceeds cache size. This is again due to the fact that
number of inter-tile reuses decreases with increase in tile
size, thereby converting some of the misses into hits.

Phase 3: In this phase, the tile sizes start from the max-
imum tile sizes of Phase 2, up to tile sizes where all the
intra-tile stack distances exceed cache size (some stack dis-
tances may never exceed cache size). With increase in tile
sizes in this phase, some inter-tile stack distance will exceed
cache size and at this point, the number of cache misses
will suddenly increase. Beyond this, the number of misses
will continue to decrease until some other stack distance ex-
ceeds cache size. The reason is that some of inter-tile reuses
become intra-tile reuses with increase in tile size, thereby
converting some of the misses into hits. But none of the
hits will become misses with increase in tile size, since the
inter-tile reuses will be misses in this phase.

Phase 4: This phase corresponds to tile sizes ranging



from the maximum from the previous phase until the loop
bounds. Even if the tile sizes are very large, some of the
accesses will always be hits as the corresponding intra-tile
stack distances will be constants. But as described in earlier
phases, the number of misses will gradually decrease with
increase in tile size.

From the above discussion, we observe that when cer-
tain stack distances exceed cache size, the number of cache
misses abruptly increases. But as we increase tile sizes
without anymore stack distance exceeding the cache size,
the number of cache misses monotonically decreases. Thus,
we need to consider tile sizes just before the point where
some stack distance exceeds cache size. Other tile sizes
need not be considered as there will be larger tile sizes such
that no additional stack distances exceeds cache size and
hence will have a lower number of cache misses.

In our algorithm, first we consider different tile sizes in
steps of some constant value along all dimensions. We eval-
uate these tile sizes and select those tile sizes which cannot
be increased in any dimension any further without some ad-
ditional stack distance exceeding cache size. The best tile
size will be very close to some of the selected tile sizes. We
then do a finer search around the selected points. We collect
the surrounding tiles of each selected tile and select those
tile sizes which are better candidates to have lower cache
misses. We then repeat the finer search procedure using re-
duced step sizes for incrementing the tile sizes. Finally, we
remove the redundant tiles (tiles such that better tiles are
already in the list) from the list.

We represent tiles of different sizes by a tuple
Block: ¶ TileSize, IncSize, StackDist · . The first member Tile-
Size is an array of integers specifying size of the tile along
each dimension. IncSize is an array of integers which gives
the increment along each dimension for larger tiles. Stack-
Dist is a list of stack distances which is less than Cache Size
for this tile size.

The initial set of tile sizes we consider in the algorithm,
can be represented as

±+á � àâ
á�ã × ?<R�BDV^B

¤ �aN á H�j
?1R�BDV^B ¤ �aN�×�H â äÑäÀä�â ?<R�BOVåB ¤ �aN ±+á � àxH

where,
¤ �aN á represents tile size increment along the PEæ&ç

dimension, (1, N,
¤ �aN á ) is the set of values from 1 till N

in steps of
¤ �aN á , and the operator è represents the cross

product of all sets. The overall algorithm for searching is
shown in Figure 8.

An advantage of the search algorithm is that it can be
applied even when loop bounds are not known at compile
time. When the loop bounds are unknown, we consider only
the stack distance expressions which do not involve loop

Loop Bound Best Tile Size with Best Tile size with
(N) known loop bounds unknown loop Bound

1024 (64,16,16,128)
512 (64,16,16,128)
256 (64,16,16,128) (64,16,16,128)
128 (64,16,16,128)
64 (64,64,64)
32 (32,32,32)

Table 4. Cache miss prediction with known
and unknown loop bounds

bounds to predict the best tile sizes. During runtime, when
the loop bounds are actually known, the selected tile sizes
can be refined to determine the best tile size. In practice,
with large loop bounds, this procedure will give very good
tile sizes even with unknown loop bounds.

We performed experiments to compute the best tile sizes
for the two-index transform computation when loop bounds
are not known. We used a cache size of 64KB with same
loop bound along all dimensions and used the stack dis-
tances which does not involve loop bounds to predict the
best tile sizes. In the search procedure we searched tile sizes
up to 512 and the algorithm came up with the tile sizes of
(64,16,16,128). We then ran the algorithm with several dif-
ferent loop bounds and when the loop bounds are large, the
algorithm returns the same tile size as that of the unknown
loop bound case. Only when loop bounds are very small
such that everything fits in the cache, does the algorithm
return different sizes for optimal tiling. The results are tab-
ulated in Table 4.

In practice, the best tile sizes will be independent of
the loop bounds when they are quite large. The reason
is that most of the reuses are due to intra-tile reuses and
the intra-tile reuse stack distances do not depend on loop
Bounds. Hence in practice, we can expect to get very good
results even if we consider only the stack distance expres-
sions which do not involve loop bounds.

7 Optimizing Parallel Performance on
Shared-Memory Systems

In this section, we show how the approach developed
in this paper can be applied in deriving loop transforma-
tions for efficient execution on shared-memory parallel sys-
tems. For the class of imperfectly nested loop structures
that arise in the context of the TCE, the common loops that
enclose multiple imperfectly nested loops are always par-
allel loops, without any loop-carried dependences. There-
fore, these loops can be partitioned across processors for
synchronization-free parallel execution of the iterations.



Function TileSizeSelect( Ndim, N )¦
/* Initial Search */
Let BlkList = List of Blocks corresponding to tile sizes from the set è �aé � Îé ÅhÆ � # � © �1ê2ës� é � .
Foreach blk in BlkList

flag = true
For d = 1

�
Ndim

if (some Stack Distance does not exceed Cache Size after incrementing tile size along
� Ð�ì

dimension)
then flag = false

end For
if( flag = true )
then add blk to NewBlkList

end Foreach

BlkList = NewblkList

/* Finer Search around selected tile sizes */
For i = 1

�
STEPS

Foreach blk in BlkList
Let TempList = List of Blocks corresponding to tile sizes from the setè �aé � Îé ÅhÆ �}�;í � Ó � � íÕî Âh�&ï î2� �I¡ Ç �;í � Ó ê2ës� Âi�&ï î2� �I¡Àð * �D�;í � Ó � � íÕî Âh�&ï î2� �I¡   �$í � Ó ê2ës� Âh�&ï î2� �I¡Àð * �O�$í � Ó ê2ës� Âh�&ï î2� �I¡Õ� .
/* TempList contains blocks surrounding the current block */
Foreach Newblk in TempList

For d = 1
�

Ndim
NewBlk.IncSize[d] = NewBlk.IncSize[d]/2

if (No additional Stack Distances in NewBlk exceeds Cache Size than Blk and is not already selected)
then add NewBlk to NewBlkList

end Foreach
end Foreach
BlkList = BlkList ñ NewBlkList

end For

Eliminate redundant tile sizes from BlkList
/* Tile sizes is said to be redundant if a larger tile exists in the list such that no
additional stack distance in it exceeds cache size than the original Tile size */¨

Figure 8. Algorithm For Searching Tile Size

Thus ample, easily identifiable parallelism is available in
the computations. The primary limitation to scalability is
the need to access shared data from global shared memory.
The computational structures arising in accurate electronic
structure calculations, such as the coupled cluster models,
often involve computations on arrays that are much larger
than cache, and may even require out-of-core treatment be-
cause they may be too large to fit in physical memory.

Given an imperfectly nested loop structure generated
from a tensor contraction expression, the problem of ef-
fectively executing it on a shared-memory system involves
choice of loops to distribute across processors, and choice
of tile sizes, so as to minimize the overhead of global mem-
ory access.

The cost of accessing shared memory due to cache
misses is difficult to model precisely, and lies somewhere
between the following two limit models:

1. If the total memory bus bandwidth is the limiting fac-
tor, two processors cannot simultaneously access two
elements in the main memory. In this case the total
cost will be proportional to the total number of cache
misses, or the sum of the number of cache misses for
each processor.

2. In the case of a very high memory bus bandwidth, all
the processors can simultaneously access elements in
the main memory without affecting each other’s access
time. In this case the cost will be proportional to the



maximum among the memory access costs of the pro-
cessors.

In reality, the cost will lie somewhere between those two
extreme limits. For a perfectly load balanced work distri-
bution, the two models above will have the same optimal
solution. Therefore the approach we pursue for the shared-
memory optimization is to consider the subset of the iter-
ation space that each processor executes, and solve the se-
quential tile size optimization problem for that subset of the
iteration space. The parallel code uses the tile sizes gener-
ated from such an analysis.

We use a simple example to illustrate the approach.
Consider the code for matrix-matrix product shown in

Figure 9, where the outer loop is partitioned across proces-
sors. where MY ID is the processor number, running from

FOR I = MY ID*NI/P + 1, (MY ID + 1)*NI/P
FOR J = 1, NJ

FOR K = 1, NK
C(I,K) = C(I,K) + A(I,J)*B(J,K)

Figure 9. Parallel matrix multiplication code

0 to ò[°ßR , and
¤

is the loop to be split.
The portions of the arrays accessed by each processor

are as shown in Figure 10. From the point of view of each
processor, the problem of minimizing its memory access
cost is equivalent to the serial problem involving the original
array

J
and the corresponding slices of > and Q .

7.1 Experimental Results

We present experimental performance data on a Sun
Sunfire shared-memory system for the two-index transform
computation.

i i
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Figure 10. One-dimensional partitioning.
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Figure 11. Performance of two-index trans-
form with equi-sized tiling versus predicted
optimal tile size: loop range = 1024.
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Figure 12. Performance of two-index trans-
form: loop range = 2048.

We executed the tiled version of the two-index transform
for several different tile sizes, first keeping the tile sizes in
all dimensions as equal (The general practice of the pro-
grammers developing quantum chemistry codes is to use
equal tile sizes along all tiled dimensions). We used copying
of tiles to avoid conflict misses, which will also be the case
in fully-associative caches. We also performed experiments
with the tile sizes predicted by our algorithm, using the tiled
code on different numbers of processors. The results are
shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 corresponding to two
different loop bounds. The optimal tile size obtained by our
algorithm for the tiled 2-index transform is (64,16,16,128).
The performance obtained using our predicted tile sizes is
better than that obtained using other tile sizes.



8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have developed an approach for ac-
curate characterization of cache misses for a class of im-
perfectly nested loops arising in the context of a domain-
specific compiler for tensor contraction expressions. An ef-
ficient tile size optimization procedure was developed us-
ing the approach, and its applicability was demonstrated in
optimizing the execution of such loops on shared-memory
parallel machines.
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